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The theorem of Kummer congruences of Bernoulli numbers says that if p−1 hm
and m — n (mod pN(p−1)), then
(1−pm−1)
Bm
m
— (1−pn−1)
Bn
n
(mod pN+1) .
In this paper we generalize these congruences to derivatives of Barnes’ multiple
Bernoulli polynomials by an elementary method and give a p-adic interpretation of
them. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The theorem about Kummer congruences of Bernoulli numbers says that
if Bn denotes the nth Bernoulli number, and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)) and
p−1 hm, then
(1−pm−1)
Bm
m
— (1−pn−1)
Bn
n
(mod pN+1). (1.1)
Bernoulli numbers are closely related to the Riemann zeta function by
z(1−m)=−
Bm
m
for a positive integer m, and the Kummer congruences guarantee the
existence of the p-adic L-function which interpolates the values z(1−m).
Eie and Ong generalized Kummer congruences to Bernoulli polynomials
and gave the p-adic interpretation for these congruences in [4]. Their proof
of Kummer congruences is quite elementary and can be applied to the
derivative of the multiple Bernoulli polynomials introduced by Barnes as
well. The r-ple mth Bernoulli polynomial of a with parameters w1, ..., wr is
a polynomial rSm(a; (w1, ..., wr)) which vanishes when a=0 and whose
first derivative rS
−
m(a; (w1, ..., wr)) appears as the coefficient of t
m in the
expression
(−1) r te−at
< ri=1 (1−e−wit)
=C
r
k=1
(−1)k Ak(a; w˜)
tk−1
+C
.
n=1
(−1)n−1 rS
−
n(a; w˜)
n!
tn ,
where w˜=(w1, ..., wr) (cf. [2, Part I] and Section 2). (Here Ak(a; w˜) is
shown to be equal to rS
(k+1)
1 (a; w˜), the (k+1)th derivative of rS1(a; w˜)
with respect to a.) rSm(a; w˜) is a polynomial of degree (m+r) in a and
satisfies the system of difference equations
rSm(a+wk; w˜)− rSm(a; w˜)=r−1Sm(a; w˜)+
r−1S
−
m+1(0; (w1, ..., w˘k, ..., wr))
m+1
,
where ˘ denotes that the parameter wk is to be omitted. For r=1, the
derivative of the mth Bernoulli polynomial 1S
−
m(a; w) is related to the mth
Bernoulli polynomial Bm(x) by
1S
−
m(a; w)=w
m−1Bm 1 a
w
2 ,
and this is the case treated in [4].
Although rSm(a; w˜) is called the r-ple Bernoulli polynomial, it is its first
derivative rS
−
m(a; w˜) that satisfies Kummer-type congruences. This is
because rS
−
m is the one that gives us the value of Barnes’ r-ple zeta func-
tion. Barnes’ r-ple zeta function zr(s; a, w˜) with parameters a and w˜=
(w1, ..., wr) is defined by
zr(s; a, w˜)= C
.
m1, ..., mr=0
1
(a+w1m1+·· ·+wrmr) s
.
It is known that for a positive integer m
zr(1−m; a, w˜)=
(−1) r rS
−
m(a; w˜)
m
(cf. [1, 2, 5, 7] and also Section 2).
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These derivatives of Bernoulli polynomials and zeta functions are later
generalized by Shintani (cf. [10]), and the values of his L-functions at
negative integers have been interpolated (cf. [3, 5]).
In this paper we first give Kummer-type congruences for the first deri-
vative of the multiple Bernoulli polynomials rS
−
m in a concrete form by
using the same elementary method as that in [4], and then we interpret
them in terms of p-adic integrals.
In Section 2 we give a brief summary of the results for the derivative of
multiple Bernoulli polynomials and Barnes’ multiple zeta functions only
needed in this paper.
In Section 3 we prove Kummer-type congruences for rS
−
m(a; k˜) for a non-
negative integer a and k˜=(k1, ..., kr) with each ki a positive integer prime
to p, where p is a prime such that p \ 2r+1 (Theorem 3.1). In order to
obtain congruences, we first remove the p-factor from zr(1−m; a, k˜)
(Lemma 3.2), just as we do in the classical congruences for Bernoulli
numbers. Then we show by computation that
zr(1−m; a, k˜) with p-factor removed
— zr(1−n; a, k˜) with p-factor removed (mod pN+1Zp) ,
if m — n (mod pN(p−1)). We note that there are some miscalculations of
congruences in [4], but they can be fixed without any problem.
In the last section we interpret these congruences in terms of p-adic
integrals. The final result is Theorem 4.1 (and Corollary 4.4), where the
r-ple integral
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
is involved.
2. BARNES’ MULTIPLE ZETA FUNCTIONS AND
MULTIPLE BERNOULLI POLYNOMIALS
In [1, 2] Barnes introduced multiple Bernoulli polynomials and derived
many properties and formulas about them. He also expressed values of his
multiple zeta functions in terms of the derivatives of these polynomials. We
give a brief summary in this section for the multiple Bernoulli polynomials
and Barnes’ multiple zeta functions only needed in subsequent sections.
Let r be a positive integer.
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Definition 2.1. Let a, w1, ..., wr be complex numbers such that wi ] 0
for each i, and set w˜=(w1, ..., wr). The r-ple mth Bernoulli polynomial of
a with parameters w1, ..., wr is a polynomial rSm(a; w˜) which vanishes when
a=0 and whose first derivative rS
−
m(a; w˜) appears as the coefficient of t
m in
the expression
(−1) r te−at
< ri=1 (1−e−wit)
=C
r
k=1
(−1)k Ak(a; w˜)
tk−1
+C
.
n=1
(−1)n−1 rS
−
n(a; w˜)
n!
tn .
This expression is valid for t with |t| <min(|2p/w1 |, ..., |2p/wr |). Here we
can show that
Ak(a; w˜)=rS
(k+1)
1 (a; w˜) ,
the (k+1)th derivative of rS1(a; w˜) with respect to a. rSm(a; w˜) is a
polynomial of degree (m+r) in a and satisfies the system of difference
equations
rSm(a+wk; w˜)− rSm(a; w˜)=r−1Sm(a; w˜)+
r−1S
−
m+1(0; (w1, ..., w˘k, ..., wr))
m+1
,
where ˘ denotes that the parameter wk is to be omitted (cf. [2, Part I]).
As pointed out in Section 1, our main concern is the first derivative
rS
−
m(a; w˜), and rSm(a; w˜) itself will not appear in any place for the rest of
the paper.
We note that rS
−
m(a; w˜) is also defined for a=0.
Recall that the Bernoulli numbers Bm and the Bernoulli polynomials
Bm(u) are defined by
t
e t−1
=C
.
n=0
Bn
n!
tn and
teut
e t−1
=C
.
n=0
Bn(u)
n!
tn. (2.1)
Remark 2.2.
(1) 1S
−
m(a; w), Bm(u), and Bm are related by
1S
−
m(a; w)=w
m−1 Bm 1 a
w
2 and 1S −m(0; w)=wm−1 Bm for m \ 1 .
This is easily seen by the definition of 1S
−
m.
(2) We have the expression for rS
−
m(a; w˜),
rS
−
m(a; w˜)=
(1Bw1+·· ·+ rBwr+a)m+r−1 m!
< ri=1 wi · (m+r−1)!
, (2.2)
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where in the multinomial expansion of (1B w1+·· ·+ rB wr+a)N in (2.2)
we mean that
( iB) j (the jth power of iB)=Bj but ( iB) j · ( lB)k ] Bj+k if i ] l .
This is shown by the following identities using (2.1):
(−1) r te−at
<ri=1 (1−e−wit)
=D
r
i=1
(−wit)
(e−wit−1)
· e−at ·
1
t r−1
·
(−1) r
< ri=1 wi
=D
r
i=1
1 C.
ni=0
Bni
ni!
(−wit)ni 2 ·1 C.
m=0
1
m!
(−at)m2 · 1
t r−1
(−1) r
<ri=1 wi
= C
.
N=0
(1B w1+·· ·+ rB wr+a)N
N!
(−t)N−(r−1)
(−1) r
< ri=1 wi
.
Now by comparing the coefficients of tm above, we obtain (2.2).
These rS
−
m(a; w˜) are closely related to Barnes’ r-ple zeta functions.
Definition 2.3. Let a, w1, ..., wr be complex numbers with positive real
parts, and set w˜=(w1, ..., wr). Barnes’ r-ple zeta function zr(s; a, w˜) with
parameters a and w˜ is defined by
zr(s; a, w˜)= C
.
m1, ..., mr=0
1
(a+w1m1+·· ·+wrmr) s
for Re(s) > r .
Here u s=exp(s log u) and log u=log |u|+i arg u with −p < arg u < p for
any complex number u not on the nonpositive real axis.
Analytic continuation and special values are given by the contour
integral representation of zr(s; a, w˜) as in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 (cf. [1, 2, 5, 7, 10]). zr is expressed as a contour integral,
zr(s; a, w˜)=
C(1−s) e−spi
2pi
F
I(l,.)
e−at t s−1
< ri=1(1−e−wit)
dt ,
where 0 < l < min(|2p/w1 |, ..., |2p/wr |) and I(l,.) is the path from +. to l
along the real axis, going along the circle around 0 of radius l counter-
clockwise to l, and then going back to +..
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This expression gives us the analytic continuation of zr to the whole
complex plane, and also for a positive integer m we have
zr(1−m; a, w˜)=
(−1) r rS
−
m(a; w˜)
m
=
(−1) r (1B w1+·· ·+ rB wr+a)m+r−1
m(m+1) · · · (m+r−1) ·< ri=1 wi
.
(2.3)
Remark 2.5. Let’s define z˜r(s; w˜) with parameters w˜=(w1, ..., wr) by
z˜r(s; w˜)= CŒ
.
m1, ..., mr=0
1
(w1m1+·· ·+wrmr) s
,
where ;Œ means that we sum over all nonnegative integers m1, ..., mr not
all equal to 0. This series is a replacement of zr for a=0, and we have
similar results for z˜r; i.e., z˜r(s; w˜) is continued analytically to the whole
complex plane, and
z˜r(1−m; w˜)=˛ (−1) r rS −m(0; w˜)m for m \ 2,
(−1) r rS
−
1(0; w˜)−1 for m=1.
(2.4)
This can be shown for example by the induction argument by using the
identity
z˜r(s; w˜)=zr(s; w1, w˜)+z˜r−1(s; (w2, ..., wr)) . (2.5)
We know that
z(1−m)=˛ −Bmm for m \ 2,
−
1
2
for m=1.
Since
z˜1(s; w1)=C
.
n=1
1
(w n) s
=
1
w s
z(s) ,
we obtain from Remark 2.2(1), that
z˜1(1−m; w1)=˛ − 1S −m(0; w1)m for m \ 2 ,
− 1S
−
1(0; w1)−1 for m=1.
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Assume now that r \ 2. The value of the right-hand side of (2.5) at
s=1−m for m \ 2 is given by
zr(1−m; w1, w˜)+zr−1(1−m; (w2, ..., wr))
=
(−1) r rS
−
m(w1; w˜)
m
+
(−1) r−1 r−1S
−
m(0; (w2, ..., wr))
m
,
by (2.3) and the induction hypothesis. Now the identity
te−w1 t
(1−e−w1 t) · · · (1−e−wr t)
+
t
(1−e−w2 t) · · · (1−e−wr t)
=
t
(1−e−w1 t) · · · (1−e−wr t)
implies that
(−1) r rS
−
m(w1; w˜)+(−1)
r−1
r−1S
−
m(0; (w2, ..., wr))=(−1)
r
rS
−
m(0; w˜),
(2.6)
so we have
z˜r(1−m; w˜)=
(−1) r rS
−
m(0; w˜)
m
form \ 2.Form=1,zr(0; w1, w˜)=(−1) r rS −1(w1; w˜)and z˜r−1(0; (w2, ..., wr))
=(−1) r−1 r−1S
−
1(0; (w2, ..., wr))−1. Hence we have by (2.5) and (2.6) that
z˜r(0; w˜)=(−1) r rS
−
1(0; w˜)−1,
as desired.
3. KUMMER-TYPE CONGRUENCES FOR rS
−
m(a; w˜)
In this section we obtain Kummer-type congruences for rS
−
m(a; w˜) by
using the same elementary method as that in [4].
For a prime q, let Qq, Zq, and Z
×
q be the field of q-adic numbers, the
ring of q-adic integers, and the group of q-adic units, respectively. Also, let
vq denote the q-adic valuation on the algebraic closure Q¯q of Qq normalized
by vq(q)=1.
Throughout this section r is a positive integer such that r \ 2, p is an odd
prime, and k˜=(k1, ..., kr) with each ki a positive integer prime to p.
The main theorem which gives us Kummer-type congruences for rS
−
m is
the following.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that p \ 2r+1. Let a and N be nonnegative
integers and m be a positive integer such that p−1 hm+i for any i with
0 [ i [ r−1.
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Then
rS
−
m(a; k˜)
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I0
rS
−
m(b; k˜ )
m
¥ Zp 5Q ,
and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)) the congruence
rS
−
m(a; k˜)
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I0
rS
−
m(b; k˜)
m
— r
S −n(a; k˜)
n
−pn−1 C
b ¥ I0
rS
−
n(b; k˜)
n
(mod pN+1Zp) ,
where
I0=31p x : x=a+k1i1+·· ·+krir — 0 (mod p)for some i1, ..., ir with 0 [ i1, ..., ir [ p−1ˇ ,
holds, and in ;b ¥ I0 we sum over b=1p x as many times as x is expressed in
the form x=a+k1i1+·· ·+krir by various ij’s.
We shall give a proof of this theorem after proving several lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Let m be a positive integer, and let a and N be nonnegative
integers. Then we have the identity
rS
−
m(a; k˜)
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I0
rS
−
m(b; k˜)
m
=
1
m
Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
rS
−
m(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr; p
N+1k˜ ), (3.1)
where ;' means we sum over j1, ..., jr with a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr – 0 (mod p),
and I0 is the set in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. First we assume that a > 0. Then
zr(s; a, k˜)= C
.
m1, ..., mr=0
1
(a+k1m1+·· ·+krmr) s
= C
.
m1, ..., mr=0
a+k1m1+· · ·+krmr — 0(p)
1
(a+k1m1+·· ·+krmr) s
+ C
.
m1, ..., mr=0
a+k1m1+· · ·+krmr – 0(p)
1
(a+k1m1+·· ·+krmr) s
.
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Now we set mj=ij+p nj in the first sum and mj=lj+pN+1 nj in the second
sum. Then
zr(s; a , k˜)
= C
b ¥ I0
C
.
n1, ..., nr=0
1
(p b+p (k1n1+·· ·+krnr))s
+ Cœ
0 [ l1, ..., lr < p
N+1
C
.
n1, ..., nr=0
1
(a+k1l1+·· ·+krlr+pN+1 (k1n1+·· ·+krnr))s
=
1
ps
C
b ¥ I0
zr(s; b , k˜)+ Cœ
0 [ l1, ..., lr < p
N+1
zr(s; a+k1l1+·· ·+krlr , pN+1 k˜),
(3.2)
where pN+1k˜=(pN+1k1, ..., pN+1kr). In ;b ¥ I0 we sum over b=1p x as many
times as x is expressed in the form x=a+k1i1+·· ·+krir by various ij’s, as
in Theorem 3.1.
Similarly for a=0, we have
z˜r(s; k˜)=
1
p s
1 z˜r(s; k˜)+ C
b ¥ I0
b ] 0
zr(s; b, k˜)2
+ Cœ
0 [ l1, ..., lr [ p
N+1−1
zr(s; k1l1+·· ·+krlr, pN+1k˜ ). (3.3)
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) hold for any s, so we can evaluate them at
s=1−m with a positive integer m. From (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain the
desired indentity. L
Now we shall look at the right-hand side of the identity (3.1) in
Lemma 3.2 in more detail.
According to (2.2), we know
rS
−
m(x; p
N+1k˜ )=
m!
(m+r−1)!< ri=1(pN+1ki)
×(1B pN+1k1+·· ·+rB pN+1kr+x)m+r−1
=(pN+1)−r 1Dr
i=1
ki 2−1 m!(m+r−1)!
× C
m+r−1
l=0
1m+r−1
l
2 xm+r−1−l (pN+1) l (1Bk1+·· ·+rBkr) l .
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Let’s set
Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
rS
−
m(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr; p
N+1k˜)= C
m+r−1
l=0
Cl(m) ,
where ;' means that we sum over j1, ..., jr with a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr – 0
(mod p) as in Lemma 3.2,
Cl(m)=(pN+1) l−r
m!
k0 (m+r−1)!
×1m+r−1
l
2 Al Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m+r−1−l,
(3.4)
Al=(1Bk1+·· ·+ rBkr) l
= C
l
l1=0
1 l
l1
2 Bl1k l1r · · ·
× C
l− l1 − · · · − lr−2
lr−1=0
1 l− l1 − · · · − lr−2
lr−1
2 Blr−1k lr−12 Bl− l1 − · · · − lr−1k l− l1 − · · · − lr−11
(3.5)
and
k0=D
r
i=1
ki .
Then from Lemma 3.2 we have
rS
−
m(a; k˜)
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I0
rS
−
m(b; k˜)
m
=
1
m
C
m+r−1
l=0
Cl(m). (3.6)
First we compute vp(
1
m Cl(m)) for large l.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that p \ 2r+1. For l with m+r−1 \ l \ r+1,
vp(
1
m Cl(m)) \N+1, so
1
m
Cl(m) — 0 (mod pN+1Zp) for anym .
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Also, for l=r
1
m
Cr(m) ¥ Zp ,
and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)),
1
m
Cr(m) —
1
n
Cr(n) (mod pN+1Zp) .
Proof. Set D= (m−1)!(m+r−1)! (
m+r−1
l ). Then from (3.4)
vp 1 1m Cl(m)2 \ (N+1)(l−r)+vp(D)+vp(Al). (3.7)
For l with m+r−1 \ l \ r+1, we have D=(m−1) · · · (m+r−l)l! . Since vp(l !)
=;.n=1 [l/pn] [;.n=1 (l/pn)= lp−1 [ l2r , we know that
vp(D) \ −vp(l !) \ −
l
2r
. (3.8)
On the other hand, as for Al the possible denominators come from
Bernoulli numbers. Hence from the theorem of von Staudt–Clausen it
is clear that vp(Al) \ −r.
Also,
vp(the denominator of Bk) > 0
implies especially that k \ p−1. In (3.5) the sum of indices of Bk’s is l1+
l2+·· ·+{l−(l1+·· ·+lr−1)}=l. Hence if we set lr=l−(l1+·· ·+lr−1),
l \ (p−1) ·#{ i | 1 [ i [ r , p−1 | li} .
Since vp(Al) \ −#{i | 1 [ i [ r , p−1 | li}, we have vp(Al) \ −[ lp−1 ].
Hence
vp(Al) \max 1 −r, −5 lp−162 \max 1−r, − l2r2 . (3.9)
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So by (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9),
vp 1 1m Cl(m)2−(N+1) \ (N+1)(l−r−1)− l2r− l2r \ l−r−1− lr. (3.10)
Here for l \ r+3 and r \ 3, we have
l−r−1−
l
r
=l 11−1
r
2−(r+1) \ (r+3) 11−1
r
2−(r+1)=1−3
r
\ 0 ,
so vp(
1
m Cl(m)) \N+1.
For l=r+2 and l=r+1 with r \ 3, l < p−1 holds, so vp(l !)=
vp(Al)=0. Hence from (3.7)
vp 1 1m Cl(m)2 \ (N+1)(l−r) \N+1.
Assume now that r=2. From our assumption, p \ 5. Then for l \ 6 by
(3.10) we have
vp 1 1m Cl(m)2−(N+1) \ (N+1)(l−3)− l2 \ l−3− l2=l2−3 \ 0 .
When l=5, we have vp(D) \ 0 and vp(Al)=0 for p > 5, so vp(1m Cl(m))
\ 3(N+1)by (3.7).Forp=5, vp(D) \ −1andvp(A5) \ −1, so vp(1m C5(m))−
(N+1) \ 0. For l=4 and l=3, we can similarly show that vp(1m Cl(m)) \
N+1 .
Thus we have shown that
vp 1 1m Cl(m)2 \N+1 for m+r−1 \ l \ r+1 .
For l=r, by (3.4)
1
m
Cr(m)=
1
k0 · r!
Ar Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m−1 .
Since p−1 \ 2r, vp(r!)=0, and denominators coming from Bk’s in Ar do
not contain p. Also, as for the sum ;'(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m−1, since
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr, p)=1,
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m−1 — (a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)n−1 (mod pN+1)
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if m — n (mod pN(p−1)). Hence
1
m
Cr(m) ¥ Zp, and
1
m
Cr(m) —
1
n
Cr(n) (mod pN+1Zp) . L
In order to analyze Cl(m) for l with 0 [ l [ r−1, we need to work hard
for the sum
Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m+r−1−l. (3.11)
Fix an integer s with 1 [ s [ pN+1−1 and (s, p)=1, and let’s consider a
set of numbers
Ts=3 x : x=a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr — s (mod pN+1)for some j1, ..., jr with 0 [ j1, ..., jr [ pN+1−1ˇ
={s+pN+1c (s)1 , s+p
N+1c (s)2 , ..., s+p
N+1c (s)t }.
Here we note that the cardinality t of Ts is (pN+1) r−1, which is independent
of s. This is because for any given j1, ..., jr−1 we can find the unique
solution jr in {0, 1, ..., pN+1−1} satisfying a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr — s
(mod pN+1),which is guaranteed by the assumption (ki, p)=1.
Also, for a nonnegative integer a we set
Xa= C
x ¥ Ts
xa=C
t
i=1
(s+pN+1c (s)i )
a and d (s)a =C
t
i=1
(c (s)i )
a. (3.12)
Then (3.11) becomes
Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m+r−1−l
= C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
t
i=1
(s+pN+1c (s)i )
m+r−1−l (3.13).
Xa looks to be dependent on s by its definition, but it is in fact indepen-
dent of s, as is shown in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that p \ r+1. For a with 0 [ a < r, Xa is
independent of s and
(pN+1) r−1 | Xa .
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Proof.
Xa=C
t
i=1
(s+pN+1c (s)i )
a= C
a+k1j1+· · ·+krjr — s( p
N+1 )
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)a,
(3.14)
where we sum over j1, ..., jr with each ji in {0, 1, ..., pN+1−1} satisfying
a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr — s (mod pN+1). We note that any (r−1) ji’s out of
{j1, ..., jr} can be taken arbitrarily to satisfy a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr — s
(mod pN+1).
If we multiply each summand out in (3.14), each term is a product of a
elements out of {a, k1 j1, ..., kr jr}. Since a < r, we do not have terms with
all j1, ..., jr. So each term is summed over independent r−1 variables, each
of which varies from 0 to pN+1−1. Hence the sum Xa is independent of s.
Also, for any b with 0 [ b < p−1 we know
pN+1 : CpN+1−1
k=0
kb
(cf. [6, Theorem 1, p. 230]). Hence after summing each term up over ji’s,
every term is divisible by (pN+1) r−1, so (pN+1) r−1 | Xa. L
As for d (s)a we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. There exist integers E0=1, E1, ..., Er−1(independent of s)
such that for any a with 0 [ a < r and s in {1, 2, ..., pN+1−1} with (s, p)=1,
d (s)a =(p
N+1) r−1−a C
a
j=0
1a
j
2 (−s)a−j Ej .
Proof. We find Ej’s inductively.
Set E0=1. Then for a=0, d
(s)
0 =; ti=1 1=(pN+1) r−1, so this works.
Assume that we are given E0, E1, ..., Ea−1 satisfying
d (s)b =(p
N+1) r−1−b C
b
j=0
1b
j
2 (−s)b−j Ej (3.15)
for any b with 0 [ b [ a−1.
Now
Xa=C
t
i=1
(s+pN+1c (s)i )
a=C
t
i=1
C
a
j=0
1a
j
2 sa−j(pN+1) j (c (s)i ) j
=C
a
j=0
1a
j
2 sa−j(pN+1) j Ct
i=1
(c (s)i )
j=C
a
j=0
1a
j
2 sa−j(pN+1) j d (s)j .
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By (3.15) and d (s)0 =(p
N+1) r−1, we have
Xa=(pN+1) r−1 sa+C
a−1
j=1
1a
j
2 sa−j(pN+1) j
· (pN+1) r−1−j C
j
k=0
1 j
k
2 (−s) j−k Ek+(pN+1)a d (s)a
=(pN+1) r−1 sa+(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
k=1
C
a−1
j=k
1a
j
2 1 j
k
2 sa−k(−1) j−k Ek
+(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
j=1
1a
j
2 sa(−1) j E0+(pN+1)a d (s)a
=(pN+1) r−1 sa+(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
k=1
1a
k
2 sa−kEk Ca−1−k
f=0
1a−k
f
2 (−1)f
+(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
j=1
1a
j
2 sa(−1) j+(pN+1)a d (s)a .
Here
C
a−1−k
f=0
1a−k
f
2 (−1)f=(1−1)a−k−(−1)a−k=−(−1)a−k ,
and
C
a−1
j=1
1a
j
2 (−1) j=(1−1)a−(−1)a−1=−((−1)a+1) .
Hence
Xa=(pN+1) r−1 sa−(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
k=1
1a
k
2 (−s)a−k Ek
−(pN+1) r−1 sa((−1)a+1)+(pN+1)a d (s)a
=−(pN+1) r−1 C
a−1
k=0
1a
k
2 (−s)a−k Ek+(pN+1)a d (s)a .
Therefore, if we set Ea=Xa/(pN+1) r−1 , then Ea ¥ Z by Lemma 3.4 and
d (s)a =(p
N+1) r−1−a C
a
k=0
1a
k
2 (−s)a−k Ek .
So this gives us the right choice of Ea. L
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Lemma 3.6. If p−1 hm, then for any nonnegative integer N we have
1
pN+1 ·m
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm ¥ Zp .
Furthermore, if m — n (mod pN(p−1)), then the following congruence
holds:
1
pN+1 ·m
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm —
1
pN+1 · n
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sn (mod pN+1Zp) .
Proof. The multiplicative group (Z/pN+1Z)× is a cyclic group of order
b=f(pN+1)=pN(p−1).
Let g be a primitive root modulo pN+1. Then each s such that 1 [
s [ pN+1−1 and (s, p)=1 can be represented as
s=gk+pN+1ek
for k in {0, 1, ..., b−1} and ek ¥ Z.
Set the sum in question by
(f)m=
1
pN+1m
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm .
Then
(f)m=
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
(gk+pN+1ek)m
=
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
C
m
j=0
1m
j
2 (gk)m−j (pN+1ek) j .
Now we claim that for j \ 2,
vp 1 1pN+1m 1mj 2 (pN+1) j2 \N+1. (3.16)
Since 1m (
m
j )=
(m−1) · · · (m−j+1)
j! and vp(j!) [
j
p−1 [
j
2 , the following inequalities
hold for j \ 4:
vp 1 1pN+1m 1mj 2 (pN+1) j2−(N+1) \ (N+1)(j−2)− j2 \ j2 −2 \ 0 .
For j=2 and j=3, we can show easily that (3.16) also holds.
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Hence
(f)m —
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
{(gk)m+m(gk)m−1 pN+1ek} (mod pN+1)
—
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
gkm+C
b−1
k=0
(gk)m−1 ek (mod pN+1). (3.17)
Ifm — n (mod pN(p−1)), then (gk)m−1 — (gk)n−1 (mod pN+1), so the second
term in (3.17) can be replaced by n modulo pN+1.
As for the first term, since g is a primitive root modulo pN+1, there exists
an integer y such that gb=1+pN+1y. Then
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
gkm=
1
pN+1m
gmb−1
gm−1
=
1
pN+1m(gm−1)
{(1+pN+1y)m−1}
=
1
gm−1
1
pN+1m
3mpN+1y+Cm
j=2
1m
j
2 (pN+1y) j4 .
Now if p−1 hm, then gm – 1 (mod p), which means vp(gm−1)=0.
Therefore by (3.16)
1
pN+1m
C
b−1
k=0
gkm —
y
gm−1
(mod pN+1) .
Here y/(gm−1) ¥ Zp, and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)),
y
gm−1
—
y
gn−1
(mod pN+1) .
Thus
(f)m=
1
pN+1m
C
s
sm ¥ Zp, and (f)m — (f)n (mod pN+1Zp)
if m — n (mod pN(p−1)). L
Now we prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By (3.6), we need to show that
1
m;m+r−1l=0 Cl(m) ¥ Zp 5Q, and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)),
1
m
C
m+r−1
l=0
Cl(m) —
1
n
C
n+r−1
l=0
Cl(n) (mod pN+1Zp) .
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According to Lemma 3.3, it suffices to consider 1m; r−1l=0 Cl(m), and we show
first for l with 1 [ l [ r−1 that
1
m
Cl(m) —
1
n
Cl(n) (mod pN+1Zp) (Case (I)) ,
and then for l=0 that
1
m
C0(m) —
1
n
C0(n) (mod pN+1Zp) (Case (II)) .
Case (I): l with 1 [ l [ r−1. In the expression (3.4) of Cl(m), Al is
p-integral and vp(l !)=0. So if we set l=Al/k0 l!, then vp(l)=0.
From (3.12) and (3.13),
1
m
Cl(m)=
l
(pN+1) r− l (m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
× C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
t
i=1
(s+pN+1ci (s))m+r−1−l
=
l
(pN+1) r− l (m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
t
i=1
C
m+r−1−l
k=0
1m+r−1−l
k
2 sm+r−1−l−k (pN+1)k (c (s)i )k
=
l
(pN+1) r− l (m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
× C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
m+r−1−l
k=0
1m+r−1−l
k
2 sm+r−1−l−k(pN+1)k d (s)k . (3.18)
Now we claim that for k > r−l,
vp 1 1(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m 1m+r−1−lk 2 (pN+1)k−(r−l)2
=vp 1 (m−1)(m−2) · · · (m+r−l−k)k! (pN+1)k−(r−l)2 \N+1. (3.19)
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For k with k < p, vp(k!)=0, so (3.19) holds. For k with k \ p, we have
vp(k!) [ kp−1 [
k
2r . Then
vp 1 1k! (pN+1)k−(r−l)2−(N+1) \ (N+1){k−(r−l+1)}− k2r
\ k−(r−l+1)−
k
2r
=k 11− 1
2r
2−(r−l+1) \ 2r−1−(r−l+1) \ 1 ,
since k \ p \ 2r+1, r \ 2, and l \ 1. Hence (3.19) holds for k > r−l. We
note that (3.19) holds even for l=0. (We will use it in (II).)
Hence in (3.18),
l
(pN+1) r− l (m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
C
s
C
m+r−1−l
k=r−l+1
1m+r−1−l
k
2 sm+r−1−l−k
×(pN+1)k d (s)k — 0 (mod pN+1).
Therefore (3.18) becomes
1
m
Cl(m) —
l
(pN+1) r− l (m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r− l
k=0
1m+r−1−l
k
2 sm+r−1−l−k(pN+1)k d (s)k (mod pN+1) .
Now we can apply Lemma 3.5. Then
1
m
Cl(m) —
l(pN+1) l−1
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r− l
k=0
1m+r−1−l
k
2 sm+r−1−l−k Ck
j=0
1k
j
2 (−s)k−j Ej
—
l (pN+1) l−1
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
C
s
C
r− l
j=0
C
r− l
k=j
1m+r−1−l
k
21k
j
2
×sm+r−1−l−j(−1)k−j Ej (mod pN+1) . (3.20)
Here
1m+r−1−l
k
21k
j
2=1m+r−1−l
j
21m+r−1−l−j
k−j
2 ,
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so if we set k−j=f and r− l−j=i, then (3.20) becomes
1
m
Cl(m) —
l(pN+1) l−1
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r− l
i=0
1m+r−1−l
r−l−i
2 sm+i−1Er− l−i Ci
f=0
1m+i−1
f
2 (−1)f.
(3.21)
We claim that for i \ 1,
1
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
1m+r−1−l
r−l−i
2 Ci
f=0
1m+i−1
f
2 (−1)f
=
(−1) i (m−1)
(r− l−i)! i! (m+i−1)
. (3.22)
For if m \ 2,
C
i
f=0
1m+i−1
f
2 (−1)f=1+ Ci
f=1
31m+i−2
f
2+1m+i−2
f−1
24 (−1)f
= C
i−1
f=0
1m+i−2
f
2 (−1)f+1m+i−2
i
2 (−1) i
− C
i−1
f=0
1m+i−2
f
2 (−1)f
=1m+i−2
i
2 (−1) i .
Hence
1
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
1m+r−1−l
r−l−i
2 Ci
f=0
1m+i−1
f
2 (−1)f
=
(−1) i
(m+r−1−l) · · · (m+1) m
1m+r−1−l
r−l−i
21m+i−2
i
2
=
(−1) i (m−1)
(r− l−i)! i! (m+i−1)
.
For m=1, both sides of (3.22) are equal to 0. So (3.22) holds for i \ 1.
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Hence by (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain
1
m
Cl(m) — l · (pN+1) l−1 (m−1) C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
r− l
i=0
(−1) i sm+i−1Er− l−i
(r− l−i)! i! (m+i−1)
— l · (pN+1) l−1 3 Er− l
(r− l)!
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm−1+(m−1)
× C
r− l
i=1
(−1) i Er− l−i
(r− l−i)! i!
1 1
m+i−1
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm+i−124 (mod pN+1) .
Here the first term (Er− l/(r−l)!); s sm−1 is in Zp since vp((r− l)!)=0 and
can be replaced by n modulo pN+1. As for the second term, ((−1) i Er− l−i/
(r−l−i)! i!) ¥ Zp, and if p−1 hm+i−1, 1m+i−1; s sm+i−1 ¥ pN+1Zp by
Lemma 3.6.
Therefore under the assumption that p−1 hm+i−1 for any i with
1 [ i [ r− l, 1m Cl(m) ¥ Zp, and if m — n (mod p
N(p−1)),
1
m
Cl(m) —
1
n
Cl(n) (mod pN+1Zp) .
Case (II): l=0. As in the case (I), we have
1
m
C0(m)=
1
k0 (pN+1) r
m!
m· (m+r−1)!
A0
× Cœ
0 [ j1, ..., jr [ p
N+1−1
(a+k1 j1+·· ·+kr jr)m+r−1
=
1
k0 (pN+1) r
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
× C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
m+r−1
k=0
1m+r−1
k
2 sm+r−1−k(pN+1)k d (s)k (3.23)
(see (3.18)). By (3.19), we know that for k with k \ r+1,
vp 1 1(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m 1m+r−1k 2 (pN+1)k−r2 \N+1.
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Hence from (3.23) and Lemma 3.5,
1
m
C0(m) —
1
k0(pN+1) r
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r
k=0
1m+r−1
k
2 sm+r−1−k(pN+1)k d (s)k
—
1
k0(pN+1) r
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
×3C
s
C
r−1
k=0
1m+r−1
k
2 (pN+1) r−1 sm+r−1−k Ck
j=0
1k
j
2 (−s)k−j Ej
+C
s
1m+r−1
r
2 sm−1(pN+1) r d (s)r 4 (mod pN+1Zp). (3.24)
Now
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
1m+r−1
r
2=1
r!
¥ Zp.
So the second term in (3.24) is
1
k0r!
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm−1 d (s)r ,
which is in Zp. Since sm−1 — sn−1 (mod pN+1) if m — n (mod pN(p−1)), this
term can be replaced by n modulo pN+1.
The first term in (3.24) is changed into
(ff)m=
1
k0 pN+1
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r−1
j=0
sm+r−1−jEj C
r−1
k=j
1m+r−1
k
21k
j
2 (−1)k−j .
Now
1m+r−1
k
21k
j
2=1m+r−1
j
21m+r−1−j
k−j
2 ,
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and by setting k−j=f and r−1−j=i we have
(ff)m=
1
k0 pN+1
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
×C
s
C
r−1
i=0
31m+r−1
r−1−i
2 sm+iEr−1−i Ci
f=0
1m+i
f
2 (−1)f4 . (3.25)
Here, similarly to the proof of (3.22), we can show that
1
(m+r−1) · · · (m+1) m
1m+r−1
r−1−i
2 Ci
f=0
1m+i
f
2 (−1)f
=
(−1) i
i! (r−1−i)! (m+i)
.
Hence from (3.25)
(ff)m=
1
k0 pN+1
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
C
r−1
i=0
(−1) i
i! (r−1−i)! (m+i)
sm+i Er−1−i
=
1
k0
C
r−1
i=0
(−1) iEr−1−i
i! (r−1−i)!
1 1
pN+1(m+i)
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm+i2 .
Now vp(k0)=0, Er−1−i ¥ Z, and since p \ 2r+1, vp( i! (r−1−i)! )=0.
Also, if p−1 hm+i, we know by Lemma 3.6 that
1
pN+1(m+i)
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm+i ¥ Zp,
and if m — n (mod pN(p−1)),
1
pN+1(m+i)
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sm+i —
1
pN+1(n+i)
C
pN+1−1
s=0
(s, p)=1
sn+i (mod pN+1Zp) .
Hence if p−1 hm+i for any i with 0 [ i [ r−1, (ff)m ¥ Zp and
(ff)m — (ff)n (mod pN+1Zp) .
Therefore 1m C0(m) ¥ Zp, and if m — n (mod p
N(p−1)),
1
m
C0(m) —
1
n
C0(n) (mod pN+1Zp) .
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In Cases (I) and (II) we have shown that for l with 0 [ l [ r−1,
1
m Cl(m) ¥ Zp, and if m — n (mod p
N(p−1)),
1
m
Cl(m) —
1
n
Cl(n) (mod pN+1Zp) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. L
Theorem 3.1 has been proved under the assumption r \ 2, but it agrees
with the classical Kummer congruence for r=1 and a=0 and with the
Main Theorem in [4] when r=1 (cf. Remark 2.2(1)).
4. p-ADIC INTERPRETATION
In this section we interpret Kummer-type congruences obtained in
Section 3 in terms of p-adic integrals.
As in Section 3, let k1, ..., kr be positive integers such that (ki, p)=1,
and assume k1 \ · · · \ kr > 1. Also let a be a nonnegative integer such that
0 [ a < k1. (Actually, the assumption k1 \ · · · \ kr is unnecessary, but we
put it in order for a to take as many values as possible.)
For each i, take a ki th root of unity ei with ei ] 1, and set e˜=(e1, ..., er).
We define measures me˜ and m
a
e˜ on (Zp)
r=Zp × · · · ×Zpz
r-times
as follows: Let
Ni be a positive integer and ai be an integer such that 0 [ ai < pNi, and set
Ai=ai+pNiZp. We define me˜(A1 × · · · ×Ar) and m
a
e˜ (A1 × · · · ×Ar) by
me˜(A1 × · · · ×Ar)=
def e1
a1
1− ep
N1
1
· · · · ·
er
ar
1− ep
Nr
r
and
mae˜ (A1 × · · · ×Ar)=
def C
e1
k1=1
e1 ] 1
· · · C
er
kr=1
er ] 1
e1
−ame˜(A1 × · · · ×Ar) ,
where in the definition of mae˜ we sum over all ki th roots of unity except for
1 for each i.
Then for any continuous function f on (Zp) r, we define the integral
F
(Zp)
r
f(x1, ..., xr) dm
a
e˜ (x)
as
F
(Zp)
r
f(x1, ..., xr) dm
a
e˜ (x)= lim
N1 Q.
· · ·
Nr Q.
C
0 [ a1 < p
N1
· · ·
0 [ ar < p
Nr
f(a1, ..., ar) m
a
e˜ (A1 × · · · ×Ar) .
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Also, for any compact-open subset X of (Zp) r, we define the integral of
f on X as
F
X
f·dmae˜ (x)=F
(Zp)
r
f· (characteristic function of X) dmae˜ (x)
(cf. [8, Chap. II] and [9, Chap. II]).
Here we consider f(x1, ..., xr)=e t(x1+· · ·+xr) on
X={ (x1, ..., xr) ¥ (Zp) r | x1+·· ·+xr ¥ Z ×p } .
Let’s set
zgr (s; a˜, · )=˛zr(s; a˜, · ) if a˜ > 0
z˜r(s ; · ) if a˜=0,
(4.1)
where zr and z˜r are Barnes’ r-ple zeta functions defined in Section 2.
The main theorem in this section is the following.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that k1 \ · · · \ kr > 1 and 0 [ a < k1.
Then for any positive integer m,
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
=C
r
h=1
(−1) r−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
×3zgr (1−m; a˜, (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
zgr (1−m; b, (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))4
+(−1) r 3zgr (1−m; 0 , (1, ..., 1))−pm−1 C
b ¥ J
zgr (1−m; b, (1, ..., 1))4
=C
r
h=1
(−1)h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
3 rS −m(a˜; (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
rS
−
m(b; (kl1 · · · , klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))
m
4
+3 rS −m(0; (1, ..., 1))
m
−pm−1 C
b ¥ J
rS
−
m(b; (1, ..., 1))
m
4 ,
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where if {1, ..., r}={l1, ..., lh} 2 {l −1, ..., l −hŒ} with h+hŒ=r,
I(l1, ..., lh)=
3 1
p
x : x=a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ — 0 (mod p)
for some i1, ..., ir with 0 [ i1, ..., ir [ p−1
ˇ ,
J=31
p
x : x=i1+·· ·+ir — 0 (mod p) for some
i1, ..., ir with 0 [ i1, ..., ir [ p−1
ˇ ,
and a˜=a if l1=1, and a˜=0 otherwise. Also, in ;b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh) we sum over
b=1p x as many times as x is expressed in the form x=a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·
+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ by various ij’s, and so in ;b ¥ J.
(We note that I(l1, ..., lh) (resp. J) above is the set I0 in the Kummer
congruence for rS
−
m(a˜; (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1)) (resp., rS
−
m(0; (1, ..., 1))) in
Theorem 3.1.)
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we need to compute two integrals
F
(Zp)
r
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x) and F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ pZp
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x) .
The following lemma deals with the first integral.
Lemma 4.2.
F
(Zp)
r
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x)=1 k1 eat1−ek1t− 11−e t2
×1 k2
1−ek2t
−
1
1−e t
2 · · ·1 kr
1−ekrt
−
1
1−e t
2
=C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h
(1−e t) r−h
C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh e
a˜t
(1−ekl1 t) · · · (1−eklh t)
,
where the term for h=0 is (−1) r/(1−e t) r, a˜=a if l1=1, and a˜=0 other-
wise, as in Theorem 4.1, and we are summing over all l1, ..., lh such that
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r.
Hence for a positive integer m,
F
(Zp)
r
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
=C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
×zgr (1−m; a˜, (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))+D
=C
r
h=0
(−1)h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
rS
−
m(a˜; (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1))
m
, (4.2)
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where the term for h=0 is (−1) r zgr (1−m; 0 , (1, ..., 1)) in the middle phrase
and 1m rS
−
m(0; (1, ..., 1)) in the lower, and D is defined by
D=˛ Crh=1 (−1) r−h C1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r kl1 · · · klh+(−1) rfor m=1 and a=0Cr
h=1
(−1) r−h C
2 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh+(−1)
r
for m=1 and a > 0
0 for m \ 2.
(4.3)
Proof. By definition
F
(Zp)
r
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dme˜(x)
= lim
N1 Q.
· · ·
Nr Q.
3 1
1− e1 p
N1
· · ·
1
1− er p
Nr
C
0 [ a1 < p
N1
· · ·
0 [ ar < p
Nr
ea11 · · · e
ar
r e
t(a1+· · ·+ar)4
= lim
N1 Q.
· · ·
Nr Q.
1 1
1− ep
N1
1
· · ·
1
1− ep
Nr
r
211− epN11 e tpN1
1− e1 e t
· · ·
1− ep
Nr
r e
tpNr
1− er e t
2
=
1
1− e1 e t
· · ·
1
1− er e t
,
for e tp
N
Q 1 as NQ..
By using the identity
C
e
k=1
e−a
1− e Y
=
k YaŒ
1−Yk
, (4.4)
where aŒ is the integer such that 0 [ aŒ < k and a — aŒ (mod k), we obtain
F
(Zp)
r
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x)
= C
e
k1
1 =1
e1 ] 1
· · · C
e
kr
r =1
er ] 1
e−a1
1− e1 e t
1
1− e2 e t
· · ·
1
1− er e t
=1 k1 eat
1−ek1t
−
1
1−e t
21 k2
1−ek2t
−
1
1−e t
2 · · ·1 kr
1−ekrt
−
1
1−e t
2 .
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Therefore
F
(Zp)
r
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x)
=C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h
(1−e t) r−h
C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh e
a˜t
(1−ekl1 t) · · · (1−eklh t)
(4.5).
Now by Definition 2.1,
(−1) r (−t) e a˜t
(1−e t) r−h (1−ekl1 t) · · · (1−eklh t)
=C
r
k=1
(−1)k rS
(k+1)
1 (a˜; k)
(−t)k−1
+C
.
n=1
(−1)n−1rS
−
n(a˜; k)
n!
(−t)n, (4.6)
where k=(kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
). So the coefficient of tm−1 in
e a˜t
(1−e t) r−h (1−ekl1 t) · · · (1−eklh t)
is equal to
(−1) r rS
−
m(a˜; k)
m!
(4.7)
for m \ 1. On the other hand, we know from (2.3) and (2.4), that
zgr (1−m; a˜, k)=
(−1) r rS
−
m(a˜; k)
m
−d, (4.8)
where zgr is the function defined by (4.1) and d=1 for m=1 and a˜=0, and
d=0 otherwise.
Hence by equating coefficients of tm−1 in both sides of (4.5) and using
(4.7) and (4.8),
F
(Zp)
r
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1
(m−1)!
dmae˜ (x)
=C
r
h=0
(−1)−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh rS
−
m(a˜; k)
m!
=
1
(m−1)!
C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh (z
g
r (1−m; a˜, k)+d) .
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Here d appears only when m=1 and a˜=0, and a˜ vanishes when a=0, or
a > 0 and l1 \ 2. Therefore the term involving d is D defined by (4.3), and
we obtain the desired identities (4.2). L
Next we compute the integral
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ pZp
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x) ,
so let’s set X1={(x1, ..., xr) ¥ (Zp) r | x1+·· ·+xr ¥ pZp },
L˜1=F
X1
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dme˜(x),
and
L1=F
X1
e t(x1+· · ·+xr) dmae˜ (x) .
Then
L˜1= lim
N1 Q.
· · ·
Nr Q.
3 1
1− ep
N1
1
· · ·
1
1− ep
Nr
r
× C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0( p )
C
0 [ aŒ1 < p
N1 −1
· · ·
0 [ aŒr < pNr −1
ea1+pa Œ11 · · · e
ar+pa Œr
r e
t((a1+pa Œ1)+· · ·+(ar+pa Œr))4
= lim
N1 Q.
· · ·
Nr Q.
3 1
1− ep
N1
1
· · ·
1
1− ep
Nr
r
× C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 (p)
ea11 · · · e
ar
r e
t(a1+· · ·+ar)
1− ep
N1
1 e
pN1t
1− ep1 e
pt · · ·
1− ep
Nr
r e
pNrt
1− epr e
pt
4
= C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
ea11
1− ep1 e
pt · · ·
earr
1− epr e
pt e
t(a1+· · ·+ar) .
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Hence by using (4.4) again
L1= C
e
k1
1 =1
e1 ] 1
· · · C
e
kr
r =1
er ] 1
C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
ea1 −a1
1− ep1 e
pt
·
ea22
1− ep2 e
pt · · ·
earr
1− epr e
pt e
t(a1+· · ·+ar)
= C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
e t(a1+· · ·+ar)1 k1 epa˜1t
1−ek1pt
−
1
1−ept
2
×1 k2 epa˜2t
1−ek2pt
−
1
1−ept
2 · · ·1 kr epa˜rt
1−ekrpt
−
1
1−ept
2 ,
where a˜1, ..., a˜r are defined to satisfy
˛a−a1 — p a˜1 (mod k1)
0 [ a˜1 < k1
, ˛ −a2 — p a˜2 (mod k2)
0 [ a˜2 < k2
, ..., ˛ −ar — p a˜r (mod kr)
0 [ a˜r < kr.
(4.9)
So
L1= C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
e t(a1+· · ·+ar) C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h
(1−ept) r−h
× C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 e
pa˜l1 t
1−ekl1 pt
· · ·
klh e
pa˜lh t
1−eklh pt
=C
r
h=0
(−1) r−h
(1−ept) r−h
C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
(1−ekl1 pt) · · · (1−eklh pt)
× C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0(p)
e t{a1+· · ·+ar+p(a˜l1+· · ·+a˜lh )}, (4.10)
where the term for h=0 is
(−1) r
(1−ept) r
C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0(p)
e t(a1+· · ·+ar) .
Now we want to convert the sum ; 0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0(p)
e t{a1+· · ·+ar+p(a˜l1+· · ·+a˜lh )}
in (4.10) into the sum ;b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh) e
pb t, and the next lemma gives us the
relation between the two.
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Lemma 4.3. For h with 0 [ h [ r and l1, ..., lh with 1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r,
let {l −1, ..., l
−
hŒ} be the complementary set of {l1, ..., lh} in {1, ..., r}, i.e.,
{l1, ..., lh} 2 {l −1..., l −hŒ}={1, ..., r} and h+hŒ=r.
Consider
L(l1, ..., lh)={(i1, ..., ir)
: 0 [ i1, ..., ir [ p−1 and
a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ — 0 (mod p)
ˇ
and
J=3(a1, ..., ar) : 0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1 and Cr
j=1
aj — 0 (mod p)4 ,
where a˜=a if l1=1, and a˜=0 otherwise, as in Theorem 4.1.
Then there is a bijection between L(l1, ..., lh) and J such that if (i1, ..., ir) in
L(l1, ..., lh) corresponds to (a1, ..., ar) in J, we have
a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ=a1+·· ·+ar+p(a˜l1+·· ·+a˜lh ) ,
where a˜j’s are defined from aj’s by (4.9). (For h=0, the first set is equal to
the second set J.)
Proof. For simplicity, let’s write L=L(l1, ..., lh). We can assume that
h > 0.
Let (a1, ..., ar) ¥ J, and set y=a1+·· ·+ar+p(a˜l1+·· ·+a˜lh ). Take s
with 1 [ s [ h, and let aŒ be an integer such that aŒ=a if ls=1, and aŒ=0
otherwise. Then the congruence aŒ−als — pa˜ls (mod kls ) gives us an integer
ils such that
aŒ+kls ils=als+pa˜ls . (4.11)
Here if ls > 1, by the conditions on als and a˜ls ,
0 [ pa˜ls+als [ p(kls −1)+(p−1) < pkls .
For ls=1, we have −k1 < pa˜1 −(a−a1) < pk1, since 0 [ a < k1 and
0 [ a˜1 < k1. Therefore 0 [ ils [ p−1 in both cases. For l
−
s with 1 [ s [ hŒ,
we take il Œs as
il Œs=al Œs . (4.12)
Thus we find integers i1, ..., ir such that 0 [ i1, ..., ir [ p−1, and by
summing up (4.11) for 1 [ s [ h and (4.12) for 1 [ s [ hŒ and adding them
together we obtain
a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ=a1+·· ·+ar+p(a˜l1+·· ·+a˜lh ) .
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Since the right-hand side of this identity is congruent to 0 modulo p,
(i1, ..., ir) ¥ L.
Conversely, take (i1, ..., ir) ¥ L, and set x=a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+
·· ·+il ŒhŒ . For s with 1 [ s [ h there exists an integer als such that
0 [ als [ p−1 and aŒ+kls ils — als (mod p). Here aŒ=a if ls=1, and aŒ=0
otherwise, as before. So there exists an integer a˜ls such that
aŒ+kls ils=als+pa˜ls . (4.13)
Since
−(p−1) [ kls ils −als < kls p when ls > 1 ,
and
−(p−1) [ a+k1i1 −a1 < k1+k1(p−1)=k1 p when ls=1,
we have that 0 [ a˜ls < kls . For l
−
s with 1 [ s [ hŒ, we take al Œs as
al Œs=il Œs . (4.14)
Thus we find integers a1, ..., ar satisfying 0 [ aj [ p−1 for each j, and
a˜l1 , ..., a˜lh satisfying (4.9). By summing up (4.13) for 1 [ s [ h and (4.14) for
1 [ s [ hŒ and adding them together we obtain
x=a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ
=a1+·· ·+ar+p (a˜l1+·· ·+a˜lh ) .
Since x — 0 (mod p), a1+·· ·+ar — 0 (mod p), so (a1, ..., ar) ¥ J. L
Now we finish the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As pointed out right after the statement of
Theorem 4.1, the set
I(l1, ..., lh)=
31
p
x : x=a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ
with (i1, ..., ir) ¥ L(l1, ..., lh)
4
in Theorem 4.1 is equal to the set I0 in the Kummer congruence for
rS
−
m(a˜; (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))
in Theorem 3.1. And by Lemma 4.3,
I(l1..., lh)=
31
p
x : x=a1+·· ·+ar+p(a˜l1+·· ·+a˜lh )
with (a1, ..., ar) ¥ J
ˇ .
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Also, for h=0, J is the set I0 for rS
−
m(0; (1, ..., 1
r times{
)). So in (4.10)
C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
e t{a1+· · ·+ar+p(a˜l1+· · ·+a˜lh )}
= C
(a1, ..., ar) ¥ J
e t{a1+· · ·+ar+p(a˜l1+· · ·+a˜lh )}= C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
epbt
for h \ 1. Also, for h=0,
C
0 [ a1, ..., ar [ p−1
a1+· · ·+ar — 0 ( p )
e t (a1+· · ·+ar)=C
b ¥ J
epbt .
Hence (4.10) becomes
L1=C
r
h=1
(−1) r−h
(1−ept) r−h
C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
(1−ekl1 pt) · · · (1−eklh pt)
C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
epbt
+
(−1) r
(1−ept) r
C
b ¥ J
epbt. (4.15)
Now by changing a parameter from a˜ to b and a variable from t to p t in
(4.6) and using (4.8), the coefficient of tm−1 in
epbt
(1−ept) r−h (1−ekl1 pt) · · · (1−eklh pt)
is equal to
pm−1
(−1) r rS
−
m(b; k)
m!
=
pm−1
(m−1)!
(zgr (1−m; b, k)+dŒ)
for m \ 1, where k=(kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1), dŒ=1 for m=1 and b=0, and
dŒ=0 otherwise. For m=1, dŒ appears only if b=0, which can happen
when a˜=0, since b=1p (a˜+kl1 il1+·· ·+klh ilh+il Œ1+·· ·+il ŒhŒ ). By definition
of a˜, a˜ vanishes when a=0, or a > 0 and l1 \ 2 , and then (0, ..., 0) is the
only solution to the equation b=0 for (i1, ..., ir).
Hence, by equating coefficients of tm−1 in both sides of (4.15) as in the
proof of Lemma 4.2, we obtain
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F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ pZp
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
=pm−1 3 Cr
h=1
(−1)h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
× C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
rS
−
m(b; (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1))
m
+C
b ¥ J
rS
−
m(b; (1, ..., 1))
m
4
=pm−1 3 Cr
h=1
(−1) r−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh
× C
b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)
zgr (1−m; b, (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1
(r-h) times{
))
+(−1) r C
b ¥ J
zgr (1−m; b , (1, ..., 1))4+D, (4.16)
where D is the same as in (4.3).
Since
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
=F
(Zp)
r
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
−F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ pZp
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x) ,
by (4.2) and (4.16) we obtain the desired identities in Theorem 4.1. L
When r=1, Theorem 4.1 agrees with the classical case and the result
in [4].
It is easy to see that if m — n (mod pN(p−1)), then
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
— F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)n−1 dm
a
e˜ (x) (mod p
N+1Zp) .
So Theorem 4.1 gives us the p-adic interpretation of the congruences in
Theorem 3.1.
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Also, since pm−1;b ¥ I(l1, ..., lh)z
g
r (1−m; b , (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1)) is the p-part
of the corresponding zgr (1−m; a˜ , (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1)) (see Proof of
Lemma 3.2), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let k1, ..., kr, a, and a˜ be as in Theorem 4.1 and set
k˜=(k1, ..., kr).
If we define Zr(s; a , k˜) by
Zr(s; a , k˜)=C
r
h=0
(−1)r−h C
1 [ l1 < · · · < lh [ r
kl1 · · · klh z
g
r (s; a˜ , (kl1 , ..., klh , 1, ..., 1)) ,
where the term for h=0 is (−1) r zgr (s; 0, (1, ..., 1)), then for any positive
integer m,
F
(Zp)
r
x1+· · ·+xr ¥ Z
×
p
(x1+·· ·+xr)m−1 dm
a
e˜ (x)
=Zr(1−m; a , k˜) with its ‘‘p-part’’ removed .
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